ALPHABETICAL HORSE LIST
2015 LOS ALAMITOS 2 MILLION FUTURITY
AS OF MAY 15, 2015 PAYMENT

A GOOD ROYAL REASON                     JACKSON, DONALD
A MERE CHIC                                   GONZALEZ, FELIX A
A PHENOMENAL JESS                            RELIANCE RANCHES LLC
A ROYAL ALIBHAI                               THOMPSON, MARY G
AFTER HOURS AFFAIR                          LA PRESITA LLC
AIR FORCE WON                                CUEVAS, JESUS
ALAMITOS FIRE                                 GONZALEZ, FELIX
ALMIGHTY MIKE                                 WATKINS, STAN
ANNAS ON FIRE                                 MACPHERSON JR, ROD/ANNA
APOLLITICAL DASHER                          TIRADO LIZARRAGA, JUAN ALBERTO
APOLLITICAL DYNASTY                          THOMPSON, BRUCE/JILL
APOLLITICAL MIRACLE                         TIRADO LIZARRAGA, JUAN ALBERTO
AQUARIES                                     ALBORES GLEASON, LUIS MIGUEL
BAC N STYLE                                  BRADBURY, THOMAS H
BARNEY CARTEL                                NELSON, DAVID/LEAH
BEAST MODE                                   MCKAY, MICHAEL
BEAUTIFUL SOUL                               FULTON RANCH
BELLA BLUE ROSE                              GOMEZ, JAIME/MARIA
BET THIS BABE                                RODRIGUEZ, RICARDO JAIDREL
BETCHACANTCATCHME                           URSCHEL, JOLENE
BETSOMEMONEYHONEY                           MULLER RACING LLC
BETTER DIG TWO                               BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
BIG LEW                                      RELIANCE RANCHES LLC
BLACK DIAMOND FLASH                         MACPHERSON JR, ROD/ANNA
BLAZING TR                                  GOMEZ, JAIME/MARIA
BLUE MAGIC MOMENT                           MOYA, JUAN HUMBERTO
BOLD WHITE BOOTS                            STOOKS, RUSSELL
BOOGIES FIRST DASH                         ISLA VISTA RANCH SS INC
BOOKISH                                     GOMEZ, JAIME/MARIA
BP SHE PAINTS ALL                             VEGA, RAMON R
BP SOUTHERN KASHMAN                          PRICE, BILL
BP TAKE HER A CORONA                          PRICE, BILL
BP TAKE HIM A CORONA                          PRICE, BILL
BP TRES SIES POLICY                           PRICE, BILL
BP VALIANT POLICY                            RODRIGUEZ, EDWARD
BRASSY AND SASSY                             KLEINKNECHT, KENT
BROOKSTONE K                                 MCCOLEE LAND AND LIVESTOCK
BUDDER THINK TWICE                           NAVARRO, JORGE
BUGS WAGON                                  BALGO RACING
BURNING FIRE                                ALEMAN, JUAN
CAPTAIN BD                                  COX, BOBBY D
CARNegie haul                               DENNY, GARY/NORMA
CARTEL SECRETS                              ENRIQUEZ, SERGIO
CARTERS WAY TO FLY                           EG HIGH DESERT FARMS
CARVING A NEW EPISODE                      WELLS, MARTHA
CATCHING FIRE                              RELIANCE RANCHES LLC
CAVIAr AND CORona                           BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
CAZADORES                                KESSINGER, KIM
CC SENor PERRY                             DIAZ, J FRANCISCO
CHECKn FIRE                               WELLS, MARTHA
FLASH N BLING
FLASHY BIG
FLAY
FLYER FIRST CLASS
FLYIN THE WAVES
FLYING JESS
FOREVER REAL
FOUST
FOXY AWESOME
FREE SWINGER
GAZING
GENETICALLY GIFTED
GETCHA SWEET JESS
GETTIT QUICK
GETTING DARK
GETTING EVEN
GIRLS ON FIRE
GIUSEPPE
GLIMMER MIST
GO BLACK BENNY
GOLD Y FIRE
GOOBYE IN HER EYES
GOODREASONFORHOTLIPS
GOTCHA BELLA
GRAND PASSES
HATEFULIST
HEARTS DELIGHT
HI FLASHIN MOON
HIGH CLASS CARTEL
HOT LOOKER
HOT TANG
I WONT GIVE UP
IFUAINTFIRSTULAST
IMA CHICKS DREAM
IMA FEARLESS HERO
INDEED IVORY
INSEPARABLE LOVE
ITS CORONA THIRTY
IVORY JAX
JB PERRY
JESS A POLLITICIAN
JESS A ROYAL DIVIDE
JESS A ROYAL REQUEST
JESS A SWEETIE
JESS FIRE ME THRU
JESS FIRST PRIZE
JESS FLYING BY
JESS SHINING
JESS STEPPIN OUT
JIM IVORY
JOYOUS
JUMPN JACKIE
KEEP KISSIN ME
KICKIN SEIS
KITTYNA
KK GOOD BUDDY
KOOL FAVOR
RELIANCE RANCHES LLC
ALEMAN, JUAN
JONES, MARIN/PAUL
PARRELLA, PETE L
COOK, VAUGHN S/JILL
SAN GREGORIO RACING STABLES INC
MARKUM, JAMES G
JONES, MARIN/PAUL
BOYLE/SIEGEL
KAWANANAKOA, ABIGAIL
ALLRED, EDWARD C
SAN GREGORIO RACING STABLES INC
SAN GREGORIO RACING STABLES INC
WELLS, MARTHA
GONZALEZ, FELIX
HUDSON, CHRISTINE
WELLS, MARTHA
HARTLEY, RON
BOYLE/SIEGEL
ANDERSON, LISA
NICHOLS, HOWARD
BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
BURGESS, DR JAMES
ANDREINI, JOHN
MCKINNERNEY, JANET
BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
ALLRED, EDWARD C
NICHOLS, HOWARD
AQUINO, ANGELA
ALLRED, EDWARD C
NICHOLS, HOWARD
EG HIGH DESERT FARMS
TROTTER, JOHNNY
HUBBARD, R D
S-QUARTER K INC
HARTLEY, RON
WILSON, NORMAN
LEDGERWOOD, KOLLEEN
LAWRENCE, EMILY TERRY
DENIKE, EDWARD/Theresa
MCKINNERNEY, JANET
KAWANANAKOA, ABIGAIL
KAWANANAKOA, ABIGAIL
TROTTER, JOHNNY
RELIANCE RANCHES LLC
EG HIGH DESERT FARMS
LEGACY RANCH
ENRIQUEZ, SERGIO
LEOS, OSCAR
LEITE, PEDRO
ALLRED, EDWARD C
COX, BOBBY D
GOLD BUCKLE ENT
FLORES, JOSE
HADDAD RANCH
KESSINGER, LILA L
WELLS, MARTHA
POLAR VORTEX                            BLANCHARD, PAUL
PROMINENT DOMAIN                        MCPHERSON, DONNA
PURE POLITICAL                          NEWCOMB, LINK
QUIBLES                                 ALLRED, EDWARD C
QUINCEY BLUE                            MARTIN, RONALD H
RACY FIRE                               BURNETT RANCHES LLC
REASON ENOUGH                           MCKAY, MICHAEL
RIP TIDE                                RELIANCE RANCHES LLC
RITE REGAL                              URSCHEL, JOLENE
ROBINSON                                GOMEZ, JAIME
ROLL TIDE                               CUEVAS, JESUS
ROYAL SUNBEAMER/ONE SWEET JESS          VILLALOBOS, JESUS ROMARO
RUMBLE BEE                               ISLA VISTA RANCH SS INC
RUNNIN ALONG                             BRADBURY, THOMAS H
RUNNING N HUNTING                       LJM RANCH INC
RV STOLIBACK                             VEJAR, JOSE RAMON
RV XIOMARA                                VEJAR, JOSE RAMON
SALE TOPPER                             ALLRED, EDWARD C
SAMARITAN                                PARRELLA, PETE L
SEATTLE SLEW DASH                       BOYLE/SIEGEL
SECRETLY FAST                           GARCIA, JESUS
SEIS MENTIRAS                           ALLRED/KNIGHT
SEANTOR JOY                              RELIANCE RANCHES LLC
SEÑOR GIANNI                             JONES, MARIN/PAUL
SEPIDINERO                               HARTLEY, RON
SEPTACULAR FIRE                         BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
SHE BE FIRST                            BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
SHELLBELL                                SPACKMAN, KELLY
SHEROSHOWTOFLY                           NABORS, JENNIFER
SHES A TEMPTATION                       MULLER RACING LLC
SHES MISS DALLAS                        MULLER RACING LLC
SHES WALKING ON FIRE                    BALGO RACING
SHES WILD VODKA                         GILTNER, BOB/SCOTT
SHEZA FIRST BEAUTY                     KESSINGER, LILA
SHEZAWINESNOB                           WEBB, BUTCH
SHUT OUT                                HART, BRAD
SIERRA SR                               STERN, ALBERT/PAT
SIN FORTUNA YSINNADA                   FLORES, JOSE
SLIPPERY TWO                            KNIGHT, FAWN A
SNITCHNG                                KNIGHT, FAWN A
SNOWONDER                                WATKINS, STAN
SOFOOSTICATED                          JONES, MARIN/PAUL
SPARTAN                                  DENIKE, EDWARD/Theresa
SPICY NATIVE TEA                        BRADBURY/MCGOWAN/BEAUPREZ
SPITFIRE SR                             STERN, ALBERT/PAT
STAR BRIGHT TONITE                     REED, BUTCH/LINDA
STEL A BABE                              MACPHERSON JR, ROBERT/ANNA
STEL DASHIN                              GALLARDO, JOSE
STEL EASY                                ALLRED, EDWARD C
STEL HAPPENS                             FORTUNA PROPERTIES INC
STEL ON TOP                              DOUGHTIE, TONY
STEL THY                                   BRADBURY, THOMAS H
STEVIE B FIRST CASH                     TWO FEATHERS
STOCKHOLDER PROFITS                    GALLARDO, JOSE
SWEET JAX                                VELASCO, JESUS/LAURA
SWEET N SASSY DOLL                     BRADBURY, THOMAS H
TAC IT LIKE A CORONA  RASMUSSEN, ERIC
TELL JESS  WELLS, MARTHA
TELLER THE REASON  MITCHELL, JEFF
TEMPT  GARCIA, JESUS
TEMPTING DIVA  SPERRY, JOHN C/CINA J
TEMPTING JEN  GARCIA, JESUS
THE CHARMED RULER  MARTINEZ, RICARDO
THE HEISMAN KID  BOER, DENNIS
THE NOTICER  COX, BOBBY D
THERMONUCLEAR ENERGY  PARSONS FAMILY TRUST
THREE BAD HABITS  GARCIA, JESUS
THRU THE NIGHT  DUTCHMASTERS III
TIME FOR JESS  SPACKMAN, KELLY
TIMELY DELIVERY  BROWN, MARK/FEGGY
TIZ A GEM/SPORTS CARTEL  PACHECO, NATALI M
TOLLTACS BAC  URSCHEL, JOLENE
TRIXSEY SUE  WATKINS, STAN
TRUST ME NOT  MOYA, JUAN HUMBERTO
UNO CORONA MAS  BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
VALIANT STRIKE  ALVAREZ JR, JESUS
VIZCAYA  MACEDO, PAULO OTAVIO
WALK THRU CRYSTAL  EG HIGH DESERT FARMS
WALK WEST  BRADBURY, THOMAS H
WALLSTREET BABE  BOLLENBACH FARMS
WE LIKE CORONA  NICHOLS, HOWARD
WHATTHEODDS  KESSINGER, LILA
WHERE ARE THE CHICKS  FLORES, JOSE
WITH U  BURNS DVM, STEVE D.
YA HEFFA  BLANCHARD, PAUL
YESS  HARREL, JIMMY/MARILYN
YOU CAN FLY  MILLER, DANNY F
YOU GONNA KISS ME OR NOT  TAYLOR JR, PAUL
ZING DYNASTY

TOTAL HORSES: 313